Welcome to Narcotics Anonymous
We are glad that you have made it here, and hope
that you decide to stay. It is important for you to know
that you will hear God mentioned at NA meetings. What
we are referring to is a Power greater than ourselves that
makes possible what seems impossible. We found that
Power here, in NA, in the program, in the meetings, and in
the people. This is the spiritual principle that has worked for
us to live drug-free a day at a time; and whenever a day is
too long, then five minutes at a time. We can do together
what we could not do alone. We invite you to use our
strength and our hope until you have found some of
your own. There will come a time when you too
may want to share with someone else what has
been freely given to you.
-From IP #22
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NA Today

The NA Today Magazine belongs to all members of Narcotics Anonymous. Its
mission is to provide recovery and service information, as well as recoveryrelated entertainment.
In keeping with this mission, the editorial staff are dedicated to providing a
magazine which is open to articles and features written by members from around
Australia, as well as current service and convention information.
Foremost, we're dedicated to the celebration of our message "any addict can stop
using, lose the desire to use, and find a new way to live."
The NA Today Magazine welcomes articles from all readers. Articles can be your
own story, experience, strength and hope, a response to any article that has
appeared in the NA Today, or simply a viewpoint about an issue of concern in the
NA Fellowship.
Articles should be no more than 800 words, and we reserve the right to edit. All
articles must include a name, address, and phone number. First names and last
initial will be used as the signature line unless the writer requests anonymity.
Send us your experience in recovery, your views on NA matters, cartoons, ideas
etc to:

natoday@na.org.au
Fellowship Service Office
Unit 34, 112-122 McEvoy St
Alexandria NSW 2015
P 02 8399 2453
F 02 8399 2454
NA Today is also looking for NA Today ‘agents’ who represent the magazine
and solicit content from members in their area. For more information get in
contact with us via the email below.

NA National Helpline

1300 652 820
for meetings in auStralia
and other info
www.na.org.au
NA Today
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Dear Readers
The present issue focuses on the
growth of online recovery. Our
fellowship is a continually evolving
beast; like everyone, we are attempting
to respond to the evolving world we
find ourselves in. Thus, this issue talks
about some of the efforts of various
members, service bodies and meetings
to carry the message in a digital age.
We have several articles about the
growth of online meetings in the NA@
Home platform. As someone who has
taken to travelling in recovery, this
platform has been an invaluable tool.
Part of my new way of life has meant
a thirst for adventure and travel. As a
friend of mine is wont to say, ‘I chase
new experiences the way I use to chase
drugs!’ But I’ve always stayed connected
with my fellowship no matter where I’ve
been. It hasn’t always been possible to
get to face-to-face meetings, especially
in my own language.
Thanks to NA@Home, I’ve done
meetings in airports and on buses; I’ve
done meetings in the canals of Venice
and the mountains of Nepal; I’ve done
meetings camping in the Swan Valley or
whilst having a quite BBQ by the beach
in Perth.

difficulties of online recovery, some the
advantages; how these meetings have
worked for members, and how some
members work it online.
On this, if you’re reading this copy of NA
Today in print, you can now subscribe
to receive digital editions. My goal as
chair is to grow online subscriptions to
NA Today, as digitisation gives us the
opportunity to carry the message to
countless addicts, anywhere in Australia
or around the world, at a reduced cost
to our fellowship. It would be great if
our readers could spread that editions
are available online by word of mouth
to other addicts. Head to the regional
website to subscribe, download old
editions, leave comments, or read our
blog posts–na.org.au and look for the
link to NA Today.
Speaking of travel, below is a photo of
the roaming NA Today editorial offices!

Yours in Ever Loving
Service and Gratitude
Heath W

The online meetings serve as a
reminder of just how much effort
members go through to allow any addict
seeking recovery to get to a meeting.
We have numerous articles from
members sharing their quite varied
experiences with getting recovery via
online platforms. Some discuss the
3
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International Events

Australia is a remote place, surrounded by sea. It can seem like the rest of the world is very far
away. This section is to let our members know that no matter where you are in the world, NA is
always there. Some of our members report deep spiritual growth from seeing what it’s like
to be an addict in another country. Others may be leaving the country for the first time, and
still others enjoy the ability to travel clean, where they never could before. No matter
how experienced with travel our members may be, we are never alone, worldwide.

AMERICA - Westchester
Westchester Area Convention
NATAK 17 Regional Convention
22-24 November 2019
18-20th October 2019
66 Hale Ave, White Plains, NY 10601,
ALANYA MUKARNAS SPA RESORT HOTEL
USA
Tourism Center, Alara, 07415
Event Info: https://waccna.org/
Alanya/Antalya, Turkey
Contact: info@elistur.com
Event Info: http://na-turkiye.org/
announcements/?lang=en
INDONESIA - Bali
Out of the Banyangan - 19th Bali Area Convention
6-8th September 2019
Puri Saron Hotel
Jl. Camplung Tanduk, Seminyak, Kuta, Kabupaten
Badung, Bali 80361, Indonesia
Contact: zoebacna2019@gmail.com
Event info: https://na-bali.org/narcoticsanonymous-convention-in-bali/

TURKEY - Alanya

NA Today
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Virtual Meetings & Cyber Recovery:

Real or Imagined?

In April of 2009, isolated physically and
emotionally from the fellowship by
a 300 mile, two day round trip by sea
and road to my nearest meeting, and
at 16 years clean, life showed up and
bit me on the backside. I had become
ill, lost my job and had discovered that
my partner of 26 years had been in
relapse for over a year. My recovery
was in serious danger and it became
a fingernail hanging, sometimes 5
minutes at a time, roller coaster of a
ride.

Getting to normal meetings
was out of the question and
quite impossible so I turned to
the internet.
I had already been aware of the UKNA’s
Regional Website but had not looked
at it for some time. To my amazement
I found a whole new world of recovery
opportunities had suddenly sprung
up on that site. There was
a recovery Forum that I
could use to connect
with other recovering
addicts
and
newcomers, there
were also online
meetings in chat that
I could attend and
share what was going
on for me and share

with those same newcomers about the
miracle of recovery through working
our 12 steps.

I found an online sponsor and
started formally working the
steps again with him.
It was not easy, but it worked, and
the chaos began to subside. I’ve been
around long enough to remember the
old sponsorship by mail systems we had
in the past and realised that this was no
different, just a hell of a lot faster.
Point being that, in the absence of any
alternative, the online meetings were
there for this addict.

This once again proved to me
that together we can face the
world and stay clean no matter
what life throws our way, far
better than we ever can
alone.
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After a few weeks the opportunity to
be of service to those meetings came
along and I took it willingly, so the UKNA
Friday night online meeting became
my home group and remained so for
several years. I served as a greeter
(virtual tea boy to the uninitiated) to
that meeting then over the next two
and a half years chaired that and other
UKNA online meetings.

With experience the online
meetings have developed
guidelines that ensure the safety
of our members and the venue,
just like real meetings.
We do the readings, just like real
meetings. We celebrate recovery and
clean time, just like real meetings. We
exist by the grace and conscience of
a loving Higher Power, just like real
meetings.

We reach out to newcomers
and share the message and
promise of hope and relief from
active addiction, just like real
meetings.
It has been my honour and privilege
over the last 10 years of my recovery
and service to online meeting to
watch as newcomers come into those
meetings full of fear and desperate
for some relief from the insanity that
brought us all to our knees and through
the doors of NA, and find not only some
hope but real lasting recovery, just like
real meetings. It has been humbling to
watch as they have grown and found
the courage to keep coming back and
give back in their turn to yet more
NA Today
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newcomers as they too reach out for
help, just like real meetings. Some sadly
go back out and never come back but
then some do, just like real meetings.

So what makes a meeting? It
tells us in our literature that all
it takes is an addict or two (if
you have one handy it always
helps), a Basic Text, maybe a
pot of coffee and something
to drink it out of, a faith in a
Higher Power and a bucket full
of willingness and patience.
So although the internet is good, so far
any cyber coffee I‘ve seen sure don’t cut
the mustard, but online meetings tick
all the other boxes and since the venues
are most often free or relatively cheap
many have become self-supporting by
their own contributions.
In the last few years cyber/online
meetings and recovery forums on social
media have sprung up like mushrooms.
Some good, some not so good; some in
text, some in speech and more recently
via video. Many carry a strong Narcotics
Anonymous message and some have
muddied the waters, but does that not
also reflect the real world. Meetings
come and go and some using our name
have raised issues that have concerned
and troubled us as a Fellowship for
decades. Is that reason enough to deny
them all carte blanche the recognition
they deserve?

The recovery I have been given
and the recovery I have seen
grow in others is no less real in
online meetings of any kind.

The same as any I have ever seen in
traditional face to face meetings over
the years, so how can they be considered
any less real than normal meetings, and
who gets to decide anyway?

There is of course an expressed
opinion by some that online
meetings are not real and no
substitute for live f2f ones.
The latter part of that would get no
argument from me, when I get to
miss out on the hugs and the hearts
in my fellows eyes, but when faced
with geographical isolation, illness,
or physical or psychological disability
there is sometimes just no alternative
available, or at least never was before.
Virtual Meetings & Cyber Recovery:
Real or Imagined? Well to me and the
many others throughout the world who
rely on them they are real, and they
represent as real a face of Narcotics
Anonymous recovery as any other
meetings. They sure saved my backside
back in 2009 and will continue to do so.
The old cliché of “Never alone, Never
again” regardless of where or when we
are in the world has never held such
truth as it does today in 2019.
ILF Steve A

Perspective

If you find yourself stuck in traffic, don’t
despair. There are people in this world for
whom driving is an unheard of privilege.
Should you have had a bad day at work,
think of the person who has been out of
work for years.
Should you despair over a relationship
gone bad, think of the person who has
never known what it is like to love and be
loved in return.
Should you grieve the passing of another
weekend, think of the woman in dire
straits who is working 12 hours a day, 7
days a week to feed her children.
Should your car break down leaving
you miles from assistance, think of the
paraplegic who would love the opportunity
to take that walk.
Should you notice a new grey hair in
the mirror think of the cancer patient on
chemotherapy who wishes she had hair to
examine.
Should you find yourself at a loss and
pondering what life is all about, asking
what is my purpose? Be thankful. There
are those who did not live long enough to
get that opportunity.
Should you find yourself the victim of other
people’s bitterness, ignorance smallness
or insecurities remember - things could be
worse.
You could be them.
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IT Subcommittee

NA Online!
I caught up with our IT chair, Bruce G, at the last ARSC to talk about some of the things that are going on
in his subcommittee. - Editor

So, Bruce, what are some of the most
exciting things happening in the IT
Subcommittee?

“We have a proposal on the floor of the
region now to introduce a new plugin for our internet site that we hope
will improve our SEO [search engine
optimisation] ratings. One of the things
that we found is that doing searches
for ‘drug addiction-help’, and various
things like that, or ‘stop using drugs’,
we end up around about on the 10th
page of the Google search. So, this
plug-in will help us improve our content
keywords as we can program up to 10
additional search keywords on a page.”

So, this is kind of like making the
fellowship more accessible?

“Yeah making it more visible. We've got
a good website, it's functioning well, it's
easy to navigate, it's had a lot of good
feedback, however finding it is the next
thing we need to work on.”

So, tell me a bit more about what the
website was like when you took over.
You've been chair for two years, right?

NA Today
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“Yes, two years. So, when I was elected,
the website had a lot of problems
displaying on mobile devices. It wasn’t
a mobile friendly, and our stats show
us that about 76% of people access our
website on a mobile device. So, clearly,
we needed to be mobile optimised,
which we are now. There were also a lot
of reliability problems, which have now
been completely eradicated.
We’ve also done a lot of work on
meeting search capability and usability
for the webpage."

So, besides for the webpage, you can
search meetings by location online or
by phone, is that right?

“Yep, so if you SMS your location to
0488 811 247 you get a text message
back with the three closest meetings
to your location. If you call the helpline
you can search by voice and you get the
option to search for meetings by city or
suburb, state or territory,
or you could send your
postcode.
Also, there are a number
of apps. We synchronise
our meetings database
with the NAWS [Narcotics
Anonymous
World
Services] database and so
the meetings and changes
will be reflected on the
NAWS meetings lists and approved
apps. Our meetings page on the
website has links to those apps. We are
using a tool called the Basic Meetings
List Toolbox (BMLT) developed by NA
members over the last 15 years which
helps provide the wide range of options
for finding a meeting that we now have.
Its used by over 80 different areas and
regions around the world.
This also means we can direct agencies
to print meetings list directly to provide
to their clients and they will be up
to date, as opposed to sending them
meetings lists which gradually become
out of date. "

So, if I wanted to update my home
group’s details what would I do?

You simply go to our website, click on
the meetings button on the front page,
and click on the “Meeting Update Form”
button. You just fill in the details and it
will be updated within 24 to 48 hours.

I know you've been making an effort
to integrate the different area of
state phonelines with the regional
phoneline, can you tell me about that?

"We have now integrated all helpine
services in Australia using an application
that's also been built and designed by
NA members that draws directly from
the live meetings list data and makes it
searchable by voice or SMS. Or we can
route to phoneline volunteers around
Australia.
So, by calling the national number
you can ask for someone to talk to
9
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and you'll be routed to a volunteer in
your local area. Initially we were just
routing to the different area numbers
and networks but what we can do now
with the system is route directly to
volunteers who are scheduled. We can
also send the volunteers an SMS with
the number.
So far we have migrated ten of the
various different area helplines. It costs
a lot less to hold those lines on the new
service. It's only about six dollars per
month to maintain the old helpline
numbers. Most important, we now have
a single national helpline number to call
to find someone to talk to or search for
meetings. The old 1300 system simply
provided a recorded list when was done
quarterly and you had to key through to
your state and listen to the whole list
which was really not very user friendly
Along with this we really making an
effort to ramp up phoneline services
in the areas and get people organised
with a schedule of volunteers. It's been
a challenging exercise as everything is
in NA, but we are getting traction, and
everything is slowly happening.”

Thanks Bruce!

Remember...
you can only keep what
you have by giving it
away...

Send your articles, letters, cartoons
and graphics to
natoday@na.org.au
or
NA Today
c/- FSO
Unit 34, 112 - 122 McEvoy St
Alexandria NSW 2015

BE LIKE SUPER
GIVING POTATO.
WE LOOK FORWARD
TO RECEIVING YOUR
SUBMISSIONS.

NA Today
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My Story and Online Recovery
Hi my names Jessi and I’m an addict
living in Perth, Western Australia. This
is my journey in a nutshell.
From an early age, before I started
using drugs I remember being
hypersensitive to embarrassment,
and can still remember to this day the
intense feelings I had when other kids
even slightly teased me or didn’t agree
with something I did. I harbored shame
and replayed resentments continuously
in my head, beating myself up for the
small stuff.

I always thought that external
circumstances were the
problem.
Until I couldn’t deny it much longer. I
felt like an empty vessel, soulless. I was
living a lie, not knowing who I was and I
had exhausted almost all my options in
placing my happiness into materialistic
and external objects.
I will never forget the desperation of
being on the merry-go-round of active
addiction, the thought that this was it
for me and I’d ruined my life beyond
repair. The belief that it was just a
matter of time until things fell apart
even more. The consideration I put
into ending it all before I had to live
through any more shame, fear and guilt
and the hope that I would collapse one
day and maybe just maybe a hospital or
something would give me the help I so
desperately needed.
Fortunately for me my mother was 3
and a half years into her recovery and
NA Today
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I was introduced to NA when I was
younger even though I don’t remember.
One desperate morning after a 5 day
bender I phoned her and told her about
my plan for recovery. I needed help
and I’d thrown my ego out the window
in order to get it. I didn’t care if I went
to ‘those meetings mum does’ which I
thought were for ‘drug addicts’ that had
lost everything.

In my first meetings I
remember listening in disbelief
as my deepest darkest thoughts
were recited in others’ shares.
I couldn’t believe it, I felt as if I was
at a clairvoyant and she was reading
my mind! The people that sat in the
meetings didn’t look like the picture I
had in my head, I actually looked up to
their spiritual principles and it wasn’t
long before I decided I was going to give
this a good shot.
I decided to keep my job working as
a remote FIFO (fly in fly out machine
operator) and this meant that I would be
unable to attend face to face meetings
for 2 weeks at a time, someone
mentioned online meetings and I
remember first making a judgement
that they wouldn’t be as good as face to
faces but I would try because something
is better than nothing.
Because I work shift work I had to
approach my Supervisor with honesty
as the meetings I planned to go to
would encroach on an hour of my work
time. When I expressed how important

the meetings were to me they were
very supportive and some even
intrigued, fueled by their own personal
experiences with drug use.
I started logging in online and to my
surprise it was “very much like a real
meeting, they even recite the ‘Just for
today’ and do the same prayer at the
end” I thought to myself. It was actually
even easier because I didn’t have nearly
as much social anxiety as a face to face.
When I’m asked to share I share every
time because that’s my rule which was
hard at the beginning but it’s getting
easier at both face to face and online.

The online platform has literally
been a lifesaver for me.
Because of it I’m able to keep my job
working remotely but most importantly
my recovery, I even have to listen to half
of the meeting on my bus ride home
from work, however there is nothing
that will stop me today on my journey, I
feel will hear the messages I need to so
long as I put in the effort by trying my
hardest without being hard on myself
(so hard sometimes!!). Other platforms
I have used online is a NAbyphone,
which is handy for me when my shifts
don’t line up with the NAatHome. I still
go to face to faces when I’m not at work
because I believe it’s important to face
my fears of speaking in front of a crowd,
and that is also proving to get easier as
the days pass.

writing this now reminds me how
blessed I am to be alive.

I am finally part of something
bigger than myself.
every day I stay clean I’m learning even
if it doesn’t feel like it, and this is only
the beginning. I now have a future I
can look forward to with excitement
because of a gift that was given to me
from someone wishing to keep theirs,
now I intend to do the same thing for
others. I am building trust in a power
greater than myself by constantly being
shown that situations and feelings
do pass, and when I’m clean I can
actually work through them instead of
jumping back on that merry-go-round.
I have purpose today. Recovery doesn’t
exempt me from painful situations
but miraculously every situation I go
through in recovery I grow through
and can recognize that through being
aware. I definitely feel like I’ve won the
lotto and am very lucky to be part of
such a beautiful family.
Thank you to my higher power, NA
and everyone involved in carrying the
message of recovery and of coarse my
beautiful mum, because without any of
these things It might have been a very
different outcome.
Jessi.

I am so grateful for my life today,
because of NA I am able to live, I look
forward to the future now, and even
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Online efficacy and the loss of magic
My name is Neil and I am an addict. I’m a participant in on-line recovery. I am also an on-line
dad, on-line student, on-line sibling and on-line ex. I am also an on-line employee working as a help
desk support operative. I do most of my parenting virtually, so to speak, and I did the whole of my
MEd online. It is from that particular perspective, that of participation, that I will discuss the loss of
magic in the emergence of a virtual cultural space for recovery narratives.
My point is this: there exists a simple magic in physical recovery meeting settings and some
of that magic is being lost to us. In part, some of that magic reveals itself through entanglement.
Entanglement emerges mediated through the context of recovery: you and I. When I enter a context,
you and I, in a physically boundaried recovery setting, we become entangled for a short while. This
entanglement is the context for magic.
Sartorial choices, sleep deficits, successes, exploits, troubles: the traces life leaves on the body
are available to visual perception. These are also, however, visceral phenomena at times. Phenomena
pertaining to my lived experience. Language is a visceral experience embodied by context. The
corporeal meeting contextualises emotion whereas virtual meetings in part de-contextualise
emotion. With the partial disappearance of facets of emotion comes the loss of magic. The element
of wonder is lost when listening to a conjuring trick on radio. I am concerned that as elements of
performance are elided, so with that goes a certain efficacy.
Efficacy then needs to look elsewhere for claims to its power. The technical solution has
become a new kind of magic. Online recovery culture attempts to substitute for the rough magic
of the performativity of the corporeal setting. Technical mastery is mistaken for magical power.
Oftentimes, complicated routine online performances are made simple by the use of a powerful
enough machine, two screens, and practice. Manageability is, then, about the resources available,
and not some magical property of the virtual world over which some more than others have control.
As I understand it, on-line recovery substitutes for corporeal meetings in situations where
there are really no meetings available to the recovering addict within a reasonable vicinity. For the
vast spaces that exist between people living in remote settings in Australia, I can see the point. I live
in Central Europe. I don’t have such an excuse. The nearest meetings are about three hours away door
to door; a bit tricky during the week. They are in a language I don’t understand, but nearly everyone
there speaks English.
I still view on-line recovery meetings as a temporary solution to an ongoing state of affairs
in my recovery journey. Online recovery does not substitute for corporeal meetings from my view. It
is a useful ancillary. What is more, there exist questions as to the degree to which an online service
structure is positioned to assist recovery participants such as myself in establishing outreach work:
any short perusal of an H&I, or PI leaflet will illustrate some shortcomings because we participate
in recovery distally. For, if I am really concerned about the growth of recovery in my immediate
physical environment, it is incumbent of me to perform some measure of outreach activity, not least
because I miss the magic. And yet, how far can a virtual recovery service structure really provide
me with assistance in a setting it cannot understand linguistically, and more importantly cannot
understand culturally? Understanding is not magic. Sometimes it requires presence. And, as I argue,
presence is the context for magic. Magic is the invisible made visible through physical presence in
meetings. I am wary of the loss of magic.

Neil T
NA Today
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Reprinted from NA Today, February 2006

Reflections
Despite myself, I took a chance
to dance with the "dice"
I picked up for pain and paid
the price
always in debt with life and
death
despite the cost in not dead
yet
despite myself, I look
ahead
more is the love
less is the dread.
-Neshko

#12
On the No 12 tram to St Kilda.
I used to catch this to come
here to score.
Straight into the lions den.
No fear.

HP and gratitude with me all
the way.

Plus the poor buggers still in
active addiction on the tram
do not make using even
slightly appealing.
-Anonymous
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Online Meetings
Or, how I got more from online meetings by
expecting less, giving more and paying more
at tention.

My first impression of "NA at Home"
meetings – held every night out of
Australia, but with an incredible
offshore reach – was that they "just
weren't the same" as an in-person
meeting.
"I just don't seem to get as much from
them," I complained to my sponsor.
"Maybe you should take a look at what
you are trying to bring to the meetings,"
he suggested.
Indeed, once I started to look at what
I could offer – in particular, my
experience, strength and hope
– I started to "get more". In my
experience this applies to all
meetings of course, but there
is something about online
meetings that requires a
higher degree of effort when
it comes to bringing the right
attitude.
An attitude centred around service
wasn't the only thing that needed to
change when it came to my attendance
at online meetings.

The convenience of online meetings
– all I needed was a smartphone, an
active internet connection and a set of
headphones – meant I could "connect"
anytime I wanted.

Home" leave me feeling so flat compared
to the in-person experience?
Even though I was "logged in" and
technically "in" the meeting, I was
abusing the convenience of being at
home and constantly distracting myself.
Whether it was scrolling through social
media feeds or washing the dishes, I
was doing things in the privacy of my
own home that I would never dream of
doing if a person was sharing right in
front of me.
So as well as attempting to bring
the right attitude to an online
meeting, I challenged
myself to behave in the
same way I would if I was
at an in-person meeting.

I wouldn't check social
media at a meeting, so
what makes it acceptable to
do in an online meeting? It is a
good test of my integrity, afterall, the
difference is that the person sharing
doesn't know whether I am focused on
what they are sharing or not – but like
a lot of things in recovery; I know, and
that is what matters.
Again, another theme of recovery that
is magnified in an online meeting; when
I aim to give, I actually get more.

So, other than the aforementioned
attitude adjustment that was required,
why did those first forays into "NA at

Anonymous.
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The Growth of
Online Recovery

EDITORS NOTE: This article mentions
specific platforms and companies via
which the online message is carried.
Normally, we remove this language at the
editorial phase, to ensure it isn’t seen as
endorsement. I’ve included it here because
I think it’s adds some important details
about the growth of online recovery.
Mention of these platforms shouldn’t be
viewed as an endorsement of them by NA
Today or Narcotics Anonymous.

Found my 1st NA meeting at a year
clean – made a decision after my 2nd
anniversary that I would only go to
Narcotics Anonymous meetings and
have never looked back. Worked my
way down and up our service structure
and know today the most important
service I can do is to carry the message
to the addict who still suffers: “That an
addict, any addict, can stop using drugs,
lose the desire to use, and find a new
way to live. Our message is hope and
the promise of freedom.”

I found Virtual meetings 6
years ago looking at a meeting
list of the town where I last
used.
There was 1 meeting a week and the
next closest meeting was 145 km away.
On the front of the meeting list was a
NA Today
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phone number and it said if you need
a meeting and can’t get to one call the
number - it was a number to naphone.
org which has become nabyphone.com.
Went to phone meetings for about a
month and start researching online NA
meetings and found the Highlands &
Islands group out of Scotland website,
1 meeting a week, using Skype and
started going. There was 3 to 4 people
at the meeting at the time – so we
started more meetings.

Heard about a group called NA_@_
home and went and found them. At the
time there were a couple/3 meetings
a week with an average attendance of
5-6 people - Monday 9pm - Tuesday
7pm and Friday 9pm on Skype. Six
years ago Skype was not very good and
there were many technical issues. The
procedure of the moment that was if
you were a member of NA_@_home
and online you were added to the
meeting - I remember looking at the
stats of the meeting and seeing 100135 people even though there was only
6 people in the meeting. That is when
we started putting out invites to the
meetings “Meeting at top of the hour”
if you responded you were added if
you did not you were not, or you could
always call in at meeting time.

We added more meeting and meeting
formats – Living Clean, Steps and
Traditions, ask-it-basket, and soon we
were at 7 meetings a week plus.

We continued to grow and
decided to function as an
area and put a motion to
the Australian region to be
recognized and seated as an
area.
That motion sat tabled for almost
2 years at the region and we finally
withdraw the motion for consideration.
We continue to grow as an area, we now
have 13 meetings a week, monthly area
meetings, and hold special events like
participating in different conventions
around Australia.

We held 2 marathon meetings
last Christmas and New Year’s
with over 36 hours of meeting
over each holiday.
The marathons were held in conjunction
with the Highlands and Islands area
which currently has 10 meetings a
week.

Over the years Skype evolved and
got better–technology wise–and our
numbers grew both in meeting and
people. Skype has a 25 person limit on

meetings. Last August Skype decided
to change directions and we were
forced to start looking for a different
platform to have meetings on. We
decided on BlueJeans in October and
tested in November and flipped to the
new platform. Sound is better, people
can still call in on their phones, and the
meetings are growing.

The largest attendance at one of
our meetings was 46 people and
25-30 at any of the meetings
would not be on unusual.
We have people from 1 day clean
to being in their fourth decade of
recovery. The focus of the meetings are
recovery from the disease of addiction
and applying the Steps and Traditions
of NA. I have been fortunate enough to
watch people pick up a white chip and
then pick up their year medallion and
beyond.

There is something about
the Virtual community that
reminds me of the fellowship
when I first got here.
When I moved to Florida after going to
my 1st NA meeting I got involved in the
fellowship. We would start a meetings
then call California to register the
meeting and the individual on the other
end of phone would take the information
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and asked us if we needed anything and
if there was anything they could do to
help us. This same conversation was
had time and time again as we started
more meetings. Then the Area, then
the Region: I remember being at the
WSC and welcoming new regions as
they showed up at the conference to
participate, and all were welcomed and
asked, ‘how can we help?’

The latest project in the online
community is a BMLT Server for virtual
meetings - a place where you will be
able to go and find virtual meetings on
any platform in any language available
- currently there are meetings in 7
languages. The neat thing about the
website is that the meetings are all
based on the users local time, Please
check it out https://virtual-na.org.

The fellowship has grown, the service
structure has evolved, and you don’t
hear ‘how can we help?’ as much
anymore. There seems to be a lot more
questions and hoops you need to jump
through to fit in.

If you haven’t been to virtual
meeting yet, please check it
out–it’s the new frontier and
you will be able to experience
recovery from all the globe.
I am an addict and my name is Jay.

This has not been the case or my
experience in the Virtual Community.

When I got here and asked
how ‘can I help?’ I was thrown
the keys, told to start
meetings, and onward
and upward.
Areas have formed and are
functioning. There are new
meetings forming regularly on a
multitude of platforms including
phone, Skype, Zello, Bluejeans,
Zoom–to name a few.
Artwork reprinted from January 2013's issue of Reaching Out, a publication that supports addicts
in jail. Find out more information from:

https://www.na.org/?ID=reaching-out-index&ID=reaching-out-index
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Far North Recovery
Been asked to write this for the NA
today. Hard thing to put words around
my gratitude for the meetings that
saved my life, gave my kids a father and
gave me a life beyond what I believed
could be for me.
My using was 25 years of it, it was
street level and messy. I had moved to
Darwin to get away from my using but
found out where to get on up there. I
had children born during this time and
watched myself destroy a family. It got
to a point where I was 60kg (6”2), eight
teeth left, a wife with packed bags, kids
that would cry if I tried to pick them up.
I knew it was my using causing all of this
but simply couldn’t stop.

My heart was
truly breaking knowing
I was about to lose the
things I loved most in
the world and there was
nothing I could do about it. I
was desperate to say the least.
I started calling any number that may
look like help to me. The detox’s in
Darwin
said
they
didn’t
know
how to detox
someone
on
the
amount of drugs I was
on. The rehabs couldn’t take me
without being detoxed. One of the
numbers I called was the NA 1300
number. I spoke with a lady there. She
told me there was no meetings in Darwin
and there was nothing she could do to
NA Today
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help. My heart broke more with every
call I made until I broke... I accepted
that I had messed it... I seriously didn’t
want to live. A few days after the call
to NA I received a text on my phone. It
said there was a new online meeting on
Monday nights and a number to call if I
wanted to join. I called it. A bloke called
Gav (RIP my brother) takes me through
how to attend.
I had started detoxing at home at a
rate that had meant I couldn’t even
physically walk at the time. I sat in that
first meeting. Broken, sleepless, sick
and frightened. I had exhausted all
kindness in my world by then.

I sat in that room and heard
laughter, I heard love, I heard
there were others like me that
had found a way out.
They hadn’t had any newcomers
at that point to this meeting.
They were excited I was there. I
truly got treated like the most
important person in the
room. A bloke shared that
night that I could leave that
meeting and never need use
again. I felt the relief almost
instantly. From a place with no
hope that meeting dropped a spark
of hope in my heart. It was all I had, and
I held onto it with everything I had. They
told me to keep coming back. I did.

I woke the next day and
something had changed, I felt
the ‘we’ of our program.
Even though nothing in my physical
world had changed. I was still in the
wreckage of my using but for some
reason knowing the folk at the online
meeting were there gave me a strength
that didn’t come from me. My first
few days clean were simply crying and
praying... nothing else.

I went to my second meeting a
week later. I was few days clean.
They remembered my name
and the excitement that I was
clean - I couldn’t believe. The
love and support - amazing.
They gave me their phone
numbers (I had three numbers
for my first year in recovery).
I
called them... a lot.
A whirlwind from there.
They told me if I needed
more meeting to start them.
At two weeks clean I started two
meetings in Darwin. They started
another online meeting and I had four
meetings a week.

They let me host the meeting
and the miracle of being able
to serve unfolded. I just kept
going. I listened and let myself
be guided by the love and
experience in that room.
Too much for this article to express
the next few years and the healing
that happened. We started more
meeting and slowly they started getting

members from all
over the planet.
I got very involved
in service and
putting the hand to
newcomers
finding recovery in
the
same
way I did. I felt valued, loved and
safe.
Let’s fast forward nearly
e i g h t
years. My healing
complete
with my family, I am a
very present
loving father, I have three kids of
my own and been
privileged to
become a foster
Carer for two
teenage
males
with complex
needs from the trauma
they
have suffered. I
now live in Byron
Bay and own a
house there, full
of love in my big
hectic beautiful
family. I am sole
provider and do
it in a
way I am proud
of, but my load is
a big one.

Even though I have two faceto-face meeting
a day where I
live it is near

impossible for me to attend
them. I still do the online
meets.
Going out to my car at 9pm is
manageable with my family load. I still
feel safe there, I still feel loved and love
that my message is most useful there,
to this seeking recovery not physically
close to NA.
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I regularly receive phone calls to
Outreach from our 1300 number. I love
today that an addict reaching out, no
matter where they are, will not receive
the answer I got in my phone call.

I love that we can offer any
addict seeking recovery a
complete program of love and
support.
My heart is full from being part of this
growing. Not uncommon to see over 40
people in these meets any night of the
week.
It is our vision for NA service that no
addict seeking recovery need die from
the horrors of addiction. It is my belief
the online community of NA fill that
gap where we simply couldn’t reach
before... I am truly grateful they did. It
gave me a life.

Just for Today
Tell yourself
JUST FOR TODAY
my thoughts will be on my recovery,
living and enjoying life without the use of drugs.
JUST FOR TODAY
I will have faith in someone in NA
who believes in me and wants to help me in my
recovery.
JUST FOR TODAY
I will have a program.
I will try to follow it to the best of my ability.

Yours in love and gratitude,

Brett

JUST FOR TODAY
through NA
I will try to get a better perspective on my life.
JUST FOR TODAY
I will be unafraid,
my thoughts will be on my new associations,
people who are not using and who have found a
new way of life.

So long as I follow that way,
I have nothing to fear.

-Reprinted from The Little White Booklet, Narcotics Anonoymous. ©1986 Narcotics Anonymous World Services, Inc., PO
Box 9999, Van Nuys, CA 91409
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Digital recovery
The relationship between recovery and the digital realm has been one of contrasts
for me; the internet, a technology, has been a means of connection that often results
in disconnection, a place where I can ease isolation, but where I end up more alone
than I could have ever imagined. A world where I can get attention, but mostly just get
distracted. And always a world where I can find instant gratification.
When I first came to NA in 2005, mobile phones were prevalent – but they weren't the
all-consuming distraction machines they are today.
Early mobile phones were an important tool for an addict living an hour's drive from
the nearest meeting. Late night phone calls were the pressure relief valve to my
incessant thinking, a way to find others who shared the same experiences, a chance
to learn how to listen.
My first experience 'dating clean' hinted at the endorphin hit a simple message alert,
and later a blue tick, a social media 'like" – or any sort of online notification – could
bring.
Not that I knew what social media was when I got clean, thank God, it had only just
came into existence. Today I have to limit my use, as an addict it does my head in – then
there are the issues surrounding anonymity. That's not to say that all technology or
social media platforms have had an entirely negative effect on my recovery.
Free voice call apps have enabled me to communicate with addicts all over the globe
at an hour of the day or night. I can access speaker tapes and listen to them whenever
I want. I can attend online meetings with similar ease.
I guess it is just a case of making technology work for me in recovery, and when I
find it is impacting me in a negative way, or my disease is manifesting itself in my
use of devices or the internet, I need to apply the program. When I am checking my
phone compulsively, or wasting away hours online, I try and work step one, admit my
powerlessness and take measures towards abstinence.
I wonder what challenges – and opportunities – new social media
platforms and technology will bring. The newcomer 20 years from
now will probably laugh at the problems social media platforms
present. Virtual reality, artificial intelligence and technology we
haven't even seen yet could change the way we think. Luckily we will
always have the steps – and hopefully the meetings – to help us addicts
keep things real.
Anonymous.
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Paul's Story

My name is Paul T and I am an addict.
I am very grateful to have been clean
since April 12th, 2016 and I owe
my life and everything in my life to
Narcotics Anonymous.
Getting clean and finding a way to
live has been the hardest and longest
journey of my life. I went to my first
NA meeting in 1993 but it was only
after spending some time in a rehab
centre in North Sydney in 1997 that I
started attending the fellowship with
a sincere desire to get clean.

I first found recovery in September
1997 and through attending NA
meetings was able to stay clean,
study and become employable. I
moved to the Middle East for work in
2001. I forgot about NA and became
totally lost in work, by 2003 I was
using again, and I started using my
drug of choice shortly after.
I got married to an addict and
continued in my career and by 2008
I was experiencing problems with my
mental health and the desperation
that goes along with using against
my will. I tried going to meetings in
Egypt but my attempts to get clean
were intermittent.
In 2010 my daughter was born;
she was born an addict and was
premature and weighed under 1kg.
I tried desperately again to stop
using but could not maintain any
serious clean time. In 2011, Egypt
experienced civil unrest and my
NA Today
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family and I were caught up in the
revolution. We were lucky to escape
to the Australian embassy where we
were relocated to Australia.
Within months of returning to
Australia, I started experiencing
severe symptoms of PTSD and my GP
prescribed anti-anxiety and sleeping
medications which helped me zone
out but I quickly found myself reliant
and I was introduced to harder drugs.
These drugs brought me to my knees
and within months I was a daily user
again. In 2012 I tried a private rehab
and got 3 months clean and from
2013 I was a desperate addict again.
My marriage fell apart, I became
unemployable, I suffered from PTSD,
depression and psychosis when
using. My pattern was to use for 7
- 11 days, then 3 days coming
down before using again
In 2014 I got clots into my
heart and lungs through
using and flatlined in the
intensive care unit of
Flinders Medical Centre,
all I could think was “thank
God this nightmare is over...”
but I was given the clot
buster medication and it was
successful. I managed to get
87 days clean before using
again with my partner at
the time. I had been
attending other

fellowships and several NA meetings
per week that were close to where I
was living.
I was a chronic relapser… ‘Mr Four
Days Clean’ or ‘Mr Clean Today’. Even
if I was not clean, I would sometimes
identify as clean to feel like I was
clean. My mental health regressed
further and in my psychosis I would
even abuse the blood thinning
medication I was taking to treat
the clots. By abusing the thinners I
destroyed my vascular system and
it became very difficult to walk, my
shoes would fill with blood and I
would be bleeding from my eyes ears
and mouth.
I remember scoring from my dealer
and both feet had festering lesions.
The dog would be eating my feet
while I was scoring and I would look
around the room at the other
addicts and think… “What a
bunch of junkies these guys
are...” By this stage my
marriage was finished,
and my daughter was
scared of me. I had no
friends at all left and
sometimes the only
real human contact I
had was with members
between runs. I was like
a broken animal.
My sponsor at the time
suggested that maybe
I could use every
resource

available to me including the NA at
Home meetings which were running
on Skype at that stage. I loved these
meetings and was able to put my
headphones on and listen to the
message of hope even if I was using.
Some of the members like Jay or Nick
would call me if I disappeared for a
few days and I started to get more
honest and feel some hope.
In May 2015 my wife and I had an
argument and I slapped her and was
arrested. I became homeless and my
sponsor helped me get to 5 months
3 weeks clean by going to a meeting
every day and doing the NA at home
meetings. I felt like the NA at home
meetings were my secret weapon. I
busted again for about 6 months but
still kept going to meetings and to
NA at home meetings. I was given a
lot of love and I haven’t had the need
to use since 12 April 2016.
NA at home has been a constant
part of my recovery journey, I have
made amazing connections with
other addicts across Australia and
the world and I do service at these
meetings and have watched other
men and women from all over the
world, stop using, lose the desire to
use and find a new way to live. I am
very grateful.

Paul T
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Third Step Prayer
Take my will and my life,
guide me in my recovery,
show me how to live.

Serenity Prayer
God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I can,
and the wisdom to know the difference.

Would you like to see your
artwork on the cover of
NA Today?
Please send through at your highest
resolution for
consideration to:

natoday@na.org.au

